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Abstract

In this paper we present preliminary research outcomes of an exper-
imental investigation identified with the use of electroencephalography
(EEG) device in estimation of various well defined programming tasks.
We examine current strategies and problems of carrying out this experi-
ment and specifically, we focus on the pair programming activity implied
by modern EEG devices with given particular condition and specific cali-
bration.

1 Introduction

Programming and solving tasks is the result of our capacity to expand thoughts
into calculations and is therefore mostly the immediate consequence of mental
exercises [2]. As an outcome, programming best practices (factors) must work
on the grounds that in some design they initiate productive behavior in pro-
grammers. Clearly it is of extraordinary enthusiasm to see an ever increasing
number of recommended practices influence mental movement to advance pro-
ductivity. One of the most studied factor that affects the productivity is pair
programming [4, 16, 1]. This paper examines the relation between brain and
behavior for programmers when they program in pairs and alone and compares
the result.

2 Related work

Di Bella et al. [11] evidences that pair programming boosts productivity, prac-
tically identical or much better than that accomplished by two individual pro-
grammers; previous research has also evidenced the advantages of pair program-
ming when introducing novices in teams [15], improves job satisfaction [25], and
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promotes specific collaborations between team members [5]. Speculations have
been made; a case of such theories is that pair programming prompts more
elevated amount of focus, in this way decreasing the measure of imperfections
embedded in the code [19, 7, 24]. Our paper continues the same research that
was carried out two years ago which also deals with the concentration in brain
wave between pair programming and solo programming [3].

Based on the previous literature works, it is known that pair programming
is not only the key factor that affects the concentration level of brain-behavior
relation but also we observe that the fundamental case of brainwave estimations
are affected by a combination of different unspecific factors such as program-
ming with (without music) and specific factors such as age, gender and job or
programming experiences [13], [12], [22]. EEG is one of the common way to car-
ryout the experiment but there are different other devices such as functional near
infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS), functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI),
and magnetoencephalography (MEG) that has been used to perform the exper-
iment of data collection during the analysis of brain [20], [14].

3 Methodologies

The experiment was performed using 24 channel two Mitsar SMART-BCI Blue-
tooth device with the default settings of this device as these settings were appli-
cable for our experiment. The subjects were undergraduate students who were
given some tasks from CodeForce to solve on the given amount of time. The
tasks difficulty was based on the rating on the site itself. Participants had to
solve the task on a pair programming set (being a navigator and driver) and
on a solo programming set based on their own choice of programming language
[10].

We used the EEG device with more than one channel, the underlying advance
to endeavor is to pick the channels that are the focal point of the processing
[6]. For this analysis, we chose the central terminals as we found that the
frontal electrodes cannot be cleaned with EEG inclined methods [8]. For the
central electrodes, cleaning was done with the use of filters that are notch filter
(for removal of noise), high and low pass filters (for alpha and beta range) and
amplitude filtering (for artifacts) [17], [18]. The processing and collection of data
was carried out with the use of the official EEG software and for the analysis we
use python programming language with the library MNE python version 0.16.1.

4 Experiment

Between each participants, a pair was formed. Each experiment was held in
one month period with similar environment and conditions on each day. The
experiment consists of two phases. The initial phase is calibration phase which
consist of two parts. The first one is that participant rests with the closed eyes
doing nothing in a calm state and the second one is same with opened eyes.
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The calibration phase quantifies the synchronization of alpha and theta wave.
The second phase is the phase with actual roles and tasks. Participants now
get started with solo programming. This continues for exactly sixty minutes.
Now after the end of solo programming, participants are given five minutes
break before the start of pair programming. During pair programming, one
behaves as a driver and another as a navigator. The roles doesn’t matter because
both participants have to start the experiment again with different roles. This
also continues for sixty minutes. After the second phase of pair programming,
participants are given 30 minutes break. During the break, participants are in
complete rest state. After the break, the phase of pair programming starts just
with the reversed roles of navigator and driver.

5 Analysis

5.1 Event Related Desynchronization (ERD)

Data is stored in edf format and for the analysis purpose the formula of ERD
is used.

ERD =
(amplitude)rest − (amplitude)programming

(amplitude)rest
× 100%

For the experimental data, fast fourier transform is used to figure out the
ERD for 2000ms window of the signal. Subsequently, we acquire a period ar-
rangement or conveyance of ERD for each sub-band for each unique program-
ming action. We give more consideration on theta waves as we believe them
to be associated with higher memory load and on alpha waves as they have a
solid reliance with consideration level and semantic memory handling. Using
such data from section 4 gives us a comprehensive observation of how to analyze
sub-band esteems.

5.2 Correlation

The analysis of the connection of brainwaves recognizes the connections exist-
ing among theta and alpha waves (upper and lower). Solid connections of these
brainwaves clarify distinctive mental exercises and statuses. The connection
analysis was not connected for EEG data previously, which implies that we con-
nected this method so as to comprehend on the off chance that it may be utilized
for future research. Using the relationship we analyze the Pearson’s connection
coefficients between every one of the roles of pair programming. We consider
the distinction between waves as the increment of neuron synchronization which
suggests the expanding of consideration and memory burden forms. Utilizing
this experimental data we can compute the connection on some sub-groups and
contrast the outcomes with ERD.
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6 Early Results And Discussion

The analysis demonstrates to us that if there should be an occurrence of pair
programming, the ERD is higher for navigator mode and the qualities are iden-
tical for the other mode because of the non-concurrent lower alpha band. It may
infer that pair programming in navigator mode requires more thought, and this
mirrors the sense that the navigator role requires evaluating and controlling
the improvement, which intuitively requires a gigantic effort of thought, also
because of the way that the navigator isn’t locked in with a physical contact
with the input device. With respect to the theta esteem, solo programming,
navigator, and driver have values in the dropping request separately. In this
way we discovered that theta and alpha waves are conversely relative to one
another. The examination of the relationship for pair programming appears
similar with the cases made with the examination of ERD. Actually, the small
dataset isn’t unquestionable, so far watching a second investigation drove with
a substitute procedure insinuating a comparative example as the main which
gives some observational assertion of the clarification that the navigator in pair
programming has more focus.

7 Problems

The experiment was quite new, so finding suitable articles and references was
not easy because of which defining the experimental protocol was difficult. Our
EEG device being old, got a lot of muscle activity causing the participants
to stay still and blink as less as possible [23] which decreased the number of
participants. We were unable to experiment on the participants with thick hair
because the EEG device was unable to reach the scalp of such participants.
This decreased the range of our participants. Because of the environmental
noise, more filtering was necessary for the data [26]. Also it is very difficult to
find participants (dataset) as the experimental process is time consuming and
effort intensive. Initiating the experiment and analyzing the experiment also
takes a lot of time. This also depends on the experience of the researcher.

8 Conclusion

We carried out this research with limited number of participants. We identified
and compared the concentration level during pair-programming using the anal-
ysis process of ERD and correlation with EEG device. We found out that the
ERD of navigator mode in pair programming is higher and some qualities being
same for the other mode of pair-programming. When compared with correla-
tion, the results were quite similar supporting the exactness of the experiment.
Although there were some problems encountered, we can say that the research
and the experiment under a small data set gave us good results.
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9 Future research

We will carry out the research with a large dataset and extend the experi-
ment to industry with professional software developers and the research will
not be limited to EEG but also we will use other available devices. This will
let our research to be more vivid and exact. These other devices can have less
confinements and issues making the experiment less dreary and less exertion
concentrated with progressively strong results [9], [21].
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